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Abstract—A reasonable amount of annotated data is required
for fine-tuning pre-trained language models (PLM) on down-
stream tasks. However, obtaining labeled examples for different
language varieties can be costly. In this paper, we investigate
the zero-shot performance on Dialectal Arabic (DA) when fine-
tuning a PLM on modern standard Arabic (MSA) data only
— identifying a significant performance drop when evaluating
such models on DA. To remedy such performance drop, we
propose self-training with unlabeled DA data and apply it in the
context of named entity recognition (NER), part-of-speech (POS)
tagging, and sarcasm detection (SRD) on several DA varieties.
Our results demonstrate the effectiveness of self-training with
unlabeled DA data: improving zero-shot MSA-to-DA transfer by
as large as ~10% F1 (NER), 2% accuracy (POS tagging), and
4.5% F1 (SRD). We conduct an ablation experiment and show
that the performance boost observed directly results from the
unlabeled DA examples used for self-training. Our work opens up
opportunities for leveraging the relatively abundant labeled MSA
datasets to develop DA models for zero and low-resource dialects.
We also report new state-of-the-art performance on all three
tasks and open-source our fine-tuned models for the research
community.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Neural language models [1], [2] with contextual word
representations [3] have become dominant for a wide range
of Natural Language Processing (NLP) downstream tasks.
More precisely, contextual representations from transformer-
based [4] language models [5], [6], pre-trained on large
amounts of raw data and then fine-tuned on labeled tasks-
specific data, has produced state-of-the-art performance on
many tasks, even when using fewer labeled examples. Such
tasks include question answering [7], text classification [6],
named entity recognition (NER), and part-of-speech (POS)
tagging [8], [9].

Typically, such language models see a huge amount of
data during pre-training, which could mistakenly lead us to
assume they have a strong generalization capability even in
situations where the language varieties seen at test time are
different from those the language model was fine-tuned on. To
investigate this particular situation, we first study the impact of
using a language model pre-trained on huge Arabic corpora for
two popular sequence tagging tasks (NER and POS tagging)
and one text classification task (sarcasm detection) when fine-
tuned on available labeled data, regardless of language variety
(Section VII-A). To test the model utility for tasks based
on exclusively dialectal Arabic (DA), we then remove all

dialectal data from the training splits and fine-tune a model
only on MSA. Evaluating such a model in a zero-shot setting,
i.e., on Egyptian (EGY), Gulf (GLF), and Levantine (LEV)
varieties, we observe a significant performance drop. This
shows the somewhat brittle ability of pre-trained language
models without dialect-specific fine-tuning.

Unfortunately, the scarcity of labeled DA resources cov-
ering sufficient tasks and dialectal varieties has significantly
slowed down research on DA [10]. Consequently, a question
arises: “How can we develop models nuanced to downstream
tasks in dialectal contexts without annotated DA examples?”.
We apply self-training, a classical semi-supervised approach
where we augment the training data with confidently-predicted
dialectal data. We empirically show that self-training is indeed
an effective strategy, which proves to be useful in zero-shot
(where no gold dialectal data are included in training set)
independently as well as with self-training (Sections VII-B
and VII-C, respectively).

Our experiments reveal that self-training is always a useful
strategy that consistently improves over mere fine-tuning. In
order to understand why this is the case (i.e., why combining
self-training with fine-tuning yields better results than mere
fine-tuning), we perform an extensive error analysis based
on our NER data. We discover that self-training helps the
model most with improving false positives (approximately
59.7%). This includes in cases involving DA tokens whose
MSA orthographic counterparts [11] are either named entities
or trigger words that frequently co-occur with named entities
in MSA. Interestingly, such out-of-MSA tokens occur in highly
dialectal contexts (e.g., interjections and idiomatic expressions
employed in interpersonal social media communication) or
ones where the social media context in which the language
(DA) employed affords more freedom of speech and a plat-
form for political satire. We present our error analysis in
Section VIII.

We choose Arabic as our experimental playground since
it affords a rich context of linguistic variation: In addition to
the standard variety, MSA, Arabic also has several dialects,
thus offering an excellent context for studying our problem.
From a geopolitical perspective, Arabic also has a strategic
significance. This is a function of Arabic being the native
tongue of 400 million speakers in 22 countries, spanning
across two continents (Africa and Asia). In addition, the three
dialects of our choice (EGY, GLF, LEV) are popular dialects
that are widely used online. This makes our resulting models
highly useful in practical situations at scale. Pragmatically,
ability to develop NLP systems on dialectal tasks with no-
to-small labeled dialect data immediately eases a serious
bottleneck. Arabic dialects differ among themselves and from
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MSA at all linguistic levels, posing challenges to traditional
NLP approaches. Having to develop annotated resources across
the various dialects for the different tasks would be quite
costly, and perhaps unnecessary. Therefore, zero-shot cross-
dialectal transfer would be valuable when only some language
varieties have the labeled resources. We also note that our
method is language-independent, and we hypothesize it can
be directly applied to other varieties of Arabic or in other
linguistic contexts for other languages and varieties.

Our research contributions in this paper are 3-fold:

1) We study the problem of MSA-to-DA transfer in the
context of sequence labeling and text classification
and show, through experiments, that when training
with MSA data only, a wide performance gap exists
between testing on MSA and DA. That is, models
fine-tuned on MSA generalize poorly to DA in zero-
shot settings.

2) We propose self-training to improve zero- and few-
shot MSA-to-DA transfer. Our approach requires
little-to-no labeled DA data. We evaluate extensively
on three different dialects across the three afore-
mentioned tasks, and show that our method indeed
narrows the performance gap between MSA and DA
by a margin as wide as ~10% F1 points. Moreover,
we conduct an ablation experiment to evaluate the
importance of using unlabeled DA rather than MSA
data in the zero-shot setting, and we show that
unlabeled DA data is indeed much more effective and
necessary for adapting the model to DA data during
testing.

3) We develop state-of-the-art models for the three tasks
of (NER, POS tagging, and SRD), which we intend
to publicly release for the research community.

We now review relevant literature.

II. RELATED WORK

Classical machine learning techniques, including SVM and
Conditional Random Fields (CRFs) [12] applied manually-
extracted, hand-crafted word- and character-level features,
were previously employed for various sequence labeling tasks
including NER, POS tagging, chunking. More recently, how-
ever, neural architectures, have become the defacto approach
for various tasks including sequence labeling. This usually in-
cludes an autoregressive architecture such as vanilla Recurrent
Neural Networks (RNN) [13] or the more sophisticated Long
Short-Term Memory networks (LSTM) [14]. The networks
processes the input text in a word-by-word fashion, and the
network is trained to predict the correct label for each word.
In addition, more capacity can be given to such networks by
adding an additional layer that processes the input in a right-
to-left fashion [15], [16].

Neural approaches usually make use of both word- and
character- features. Word-level features usually consist in se-
mantic word embeddings, which are trained on a large raw
corpus in a self-supervised fashion [17], [18]. Character-level
features can be extracted through an additional network such
as LSTM [19] or CNN [20]. Neural techniques has produced
better or comparable results to classical approaches in addition
to alleviating the need to manually hand-craft features.

In the context of Arabic NLP, the above neural techniques
have also been applied to sequence tagging tasks including
NER [21], [22], [23], [24], POS tagging [25], [26], and seg-
mentation [27], outperforming classical rule-based approaches
[28], [29], which certainly shows the promise of these tech-
niques when applied to morphologically-rich languages such
as Arabic.

With respect to NER but mostly in the context of MSA,
due to lack of dialectal NER datasets. For example, [30]
applied a CRF layer over n-gram features to perform NER. [31]
combined a decision tree [32] with rule-based features. Other,
but little, work has focused on NER in the context of social
media data, where DA and MSA are usually mixed together.
For instance, [29] used cross-lingual resources, namely English
to improve Arabic NER. However, they obtained poor results
when evaluating on social media data. More recently, [21]
applied bi-directional LSTM networks on both character- and
word-levels to perform NER on the Tweets dataset [29]. As for
Egyptian dialect, specifically, [33] performed NER by applying
a CRF tagger on a set of lexical, morphological, and gazetteer-
based features. Their approach showed improvements over
baselines but the performance on dialectal data was not on
par with it on MSA data, showing the challenges brought by
dialectal contexts. To the best of our knowledge, little attention
has been given to NER on dialectal Arabic and no prior work
has studied the performance when training on MSA data and
evaluating on DA data, respectively.

As for POS tagging and similarly to NER, the performance
of models trained on MSA drops significantly when used with
DA [34], [25]. Initial systems for Arabic POS tagging relied on
both statistical features and linguistic rules crafted by experts
[35], [36] or combined machine learning techniques with rules
[37]. More recent work adopted classical machine learning
model such as SVM applied on n-gram features [38], [39].
Other work used n-gram features. RNNs and their variants
were later adapted for the task [40], [25], [41].

Dialectal Arabic POS tagging has received some attention
although usually limited to work individual dialects such as
Gulf [42], [25] and Egyptian [43], [44]. [45] studied multi-
dialectal POS tagging by proposing an annotated DA dataset
from twitter spanning 4 different dialects, namely, Gulf, Egyp-
tian, Levantine, and Maghrebi. While their results show a
performance drop on DA when training on MSA only, no
attempt was done to improve the DA performance in that
case. We can see that despite both the difficulty and scarcity
of annotated DA data for all of the different dialects and
tasks, most previous work has focused on annotating uni-
dialectal datasets attempting to leverage the already abundant
MSA datasets. A classical work [43], who employed an MSA
morphological analyzer with a minimal supervision to perform
POS tagging on Egyptian data with unlabeled Egyptian and
Levantine data.

Sarcasm Detection (SRD) is the task of identifying sar-
castic utterances where the author intends a different meaning
than what is being literally enunciated [46]. Sarcasm detection
is crucial for NLU as neglecting sarcasm can easily lead to
the misinterpretation of the intended meaning, and therefore
significantly degrade the accuracy of tasks such as sentiment
classification, emotion recognition, and opinion mining. Much
research effort has addressed Sarcasm detection in English,
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where abundant resources exist [47], [48], [49], [50]. Earlier
methods employed linguistic rules [51] or classical machine
learning models [49], [52]. More recent methods used neu-
ral networks [53], [54], [55], [56], [57], [58] or pre-trained
language models [59], [60], [61], [62].

With respect to Arabic Sarcasm Detection, the majority of
research has focused on detecting sarcastic tweets. The author
in [63] used Random Forests to identify sarcastic political
tweets. [64] proposed a shared task on irony detection in
Arabic Tweets. The submitted systems to the shared task
varied in their approaches from classical models with count-
based features [65], [66] to deep models [67], [68]. [69]
highlighted the connection between sentiment analysis and
sarcasm detection, by showing how sentiment classifiers fail
with sarcastic inputs. They also proposed the largest publicly
available Arabic sarcasm detection dataset, ArSarcasm, which
we use in this work. We can see that so far, sarcasm detection
methods have been applied to social media data collectively,
with no effort made to study the zero-shot performance across
dialects of state-of-the-art methods.

Pre-trained Language Models. Sequential transfer learn-
ing, where a network is first pre-trained on a relevant task
before fine-tuning on the target task, originally appeared in
domain of computer vision, and has recently been adapted in
NLP. The author in [70] proposed to pre-train a LSTM network
for language modeling and then fine-tune for classification.
Similarly, ELMO [3] leveraged contextual representations ob-
tained from a network pretrained for language modeling to
perform many NLP tasks. Similar approaches were proposed
such as BERT [5] that relied not on RNNs, but on bidirectional
Transformers [4], and on a different pre-training objective,
namely masked language modeling. Other variations appeared
including RoBERTa [6], MASS [71], and ELECTRA [72].
Fine-tuning these pre-trained models on task-specific data
has produced state-of-the-art performance, especially in cases
when sufficiently large labeled data does not exist. They have
been applied to several tasks, including text classification,
question answering, named entity recognition [9], and POS
tagging [8].

Cross-lingual Learning. Cross-lingual learning (CLL)
refers to using labeled resources from resource-rich languages
to build models for data-scarce languages. In a sense, knowl-
edge learned about language structure and tasks is transferred
to low-resource languages Cross-lingual learning is of particu-
lar importance due to the scarcity of labeled resources in many
of the world’s languages, some of which are spoken by millions
of people (Marathi and Gondi, for example). While our work
can be better described as cross-dialectal, the techniques used
for cross-lingual learning can easily be adapted for settings
such as ours. In this work, Modern Standard Arabic (MSA)
and Arabic dialects (DA) represent the high-resource and low-
resource languages, respectively.

Many techniques were proposed for CLL, including using
cross-lingual word embeddings [73], [74], [75], [76], where
the two monolingual vector spaces are mapped into the same
shared space. While cross-lingual word embeddings enable
comparing meaning across languages [73], they typically fail
when we do not have enough data to train good monolingual
embeddings. In addition, adversarial learning [77] has played
an important role in cross-lingual learning where an adversarial

objective is employed to learn language-independent represen-
tations [78], [79], [80], [81]. As a result, the model learns
to rely more on general language structure and commonali-
ties between languages, and therefore can generalize across
languages. Multilingual extensions of pre-trained language
models have emerged through joint pre-training on several lan-
guages. Examples include mBERT [5], XLM [82] and XLM-
RoBERTa [9]. During pre-training on multiple languages, the
model learns to exploit common structure among pre-training
languages even without explicit alignment [83]. These models
have become useful for few-shot and zero-shot cross-lingual
settings, where there is little or no access to labeled data
in the target language. For instance [9] evaluate a cross-
lingual version of RoBERTa [6], namely XLM-RoBERTa, on
cross-lingual learning across different tasks such as question
answering, text classification, and named entity recognition.

Semi-supervised Learning. Several methods were pro-
posed for leveraging unlabeled data for learning including
co-training [84], graph-based learning [85], tri-training [86],
and self-training [87]. A variety of semi-supervised learning
methods have been successfully applied to a number of NLP
tasks including NER [88], [89], POS tagging [90], parsing [91],
word sense disambiguation [92], and text classification [93],
[94]. Self-training has been applied in cross-lingual settings
where gold labels are rare in the target language. For example,
[95] proposed a combination of Active learning and self-
training for cross-lingual sentiment classification. [96] made
use of self-training for named entity tagging and linking across
282 different languages. [97] used self-training for cross-
lingual word mapping to create additional word pairs for
training. [98] employed self-training to improve zero-shot
cross-lingual sentiment classification with mBERT [5]. With
English as their source language, they improved performance
on 7 languages by self-training using unlabeled data in their
target languages. Lastly, [99] used the self-labeled examples
produced by self-training to create adversarial examples in
order to improve robustness and generalization.

We now introduce our tasks.

III. TASKS

Named Entity Recognition (NER) is defined as the in-
formation extraction task that attempts to locate, extract, and
automatically classify named entities into predefined classes or
types in unstructured texts [100]. Typically, NER is integrated
into more complex tasks, where, for example, we might
need to handle entities in a special way. For instance, when
translating the Arabic sentence “ é«PA�ÖÏ @

�
éJ


	
�

	
¯ ÐQ»

�
�

�
®k” to

English, it would be useful to know that “ÐQ»” is a person
name, and therefore should not be be translated into the word
“generosity”. Similarly, NER can be useful for other tasks
question answering, information retrieval and summarization.

Part-of-Speech (POS) tagging is the task of assigning
a word in a context to its part-of-speech tag. Such tags
include adverb (ADV), adjective (ADJ), pronoun (PRON),
and many others. For example, given an input sentence
“ÐY

�
®Ë@

�
èQ» I. k


@ A

	
K

@”, our goal is to tag each word as follows:

A
	
K

@ (PRON) I. k


@ (VERB) �

èQ» (NOUN) È@ (DET) ÐY
�
¯ (NOUN).

POS tagging is an essential NLU task with many applications
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in speech recognition, machine translation, and information
retrieval. Both NER and POS tagging are sequence labeling
tasks, where we assign a label to each word in the input
context.

Sarcasm Detection is the task of identifying sarcastic
utterances where the author intends a different meaning than
what is being literally enunciated [46]. Sarcasm detection is
crucial for NLU as neglecting to detect sarcasm can easily
lead to the misinterpretation of the intended meaning, and
therefore significantly degrade the accuracy of tasks such
as sentiment classification, emotion recognition, and opinion
mining [69]. For example the word “YJ
ª�” in the utterance

“Zù


¢J. Ë @ È@ñm.

Ì'@ @
	

YîE. @Yg. YJ
ª� A
	
K

@” can erroneously lead senti-

ment classifiers into positive sentiment, although the sentiment
has negative sentiment. Sarcasm Detection is typically treated
as a binary classification task, where an utterance is classified
as either sarcastic or not.

IV. METHOD

In this work, we show that models trained on MSA for
NER, POS tagging, and Sarcasm Detection generalize poorly
to dialect inputs when used in zero-shot-settings (i.e., no
annotated DA data used during training). Across the three
tasks, we test how self-training would fare as an approach
to leverage unlabeled DA data to improve performance on
DA. Self-training involves training a model using its own
predictions on a set of unlabeled data identical from its original
training split. Next, we formally describe our algorithm. The
notation used in this section to describe our algorithm is
directed towards sequence labeling (since we experiment with
2 sequence labeling tasks out of 3). However, it should be
straightforward to adapt it to the context of text classification
as in [98].

A. Self-training for Sequence Labeling

For sequence labeling, our proposed self-training proce-
dure is given two sets of examples: a labeled set L and an
unlabeled set U . To perform zero-shot MSA-to-DA transfer,
MSA examples are used as the labeled set, while unlabeled
DA examples are the unlabeled set. As shown in Fig. 1, each
iteration of the self-training algorithm consists mainly in three
steps. First, a pre-trained language model is fine-tuned on the
labeled MSA examples L. Second, for every unlabeled DA
example ui, we use the model to tag each of its tokens to
obtain a set of predictions and confidence scores for each token
pui = (l

(i)
1 , c

(i)
1 ), (l

(i)
2 , c

(i)
2 ), ...(l

(i)
|ui|, c

(i)
|ui|), where (l

(i)
j , c

(i)
j ) are

the label and confidence score (Softmax probability) for the j-
th token in ui. Third, we employ a selection mechanism to
identify examples from U that are going to be added to L for
the next iteration.

For a selection mechanism, we experiment with both a
thresholding approach and a fixed-size [98] approach. In the
thresholding method, a threshold τ is applied on the minimum
confidence per example. That is, we only add an example ui
to L if min

(l
(i)
j ,c

(i)
j )∈pui

c
(i)
j ≥ τ . See Algorithm 1. The fixed-size

approach involves, at each iteration, the selection of the top
S examples with respect to the minimum confidence score

Algorithm 1: MSA-to-DA Self-Training for Se-
quence Labeling
1 Given set L of labeled MSA examples, set U of

unlabeled DA examples, τ parameter for probability
threshold selection.

2 repeat
3 Fine-tune model M for K epochs on labeled

MSA examples L;
4 for ui ∈ U do
5 Obtain prediction pui

on unlabeled DA
example ui using model M ;

6 if min
(l

(i)
j ,c

(i)
j )∈pui

c
(i)
j ≥ τ then

7 remove ui from U and add it to L;
8 end
9 until stopping criterion satisfied

min
(l

(i)
j ,c

(i)
j )∈pui

c
(i)
j , where S is a hyper-parameter. We experi-

ment with both approaches and report results in Section VII.

B. Self-training for Classification

For sarcasm detection, we follow [98] who select an
equivalent number of examples from each class, which we
will refer to as class balancing. In other words, let cui

be the
confidence of the most probable class assigned to example
ui. Then we sort the unlabeled examples in a descending
order according to their confidence and select the top bS/Cc
examples from each class such that we have a total of S
examples, where C is the number of classes.

For example if S = 100 and C = 2 i.e we have 2
classes, we will select the top 50 confident examples that
were classified as positive and the top 50 confident examples
classified as negative. Similarly to [98], we observe the positive
effect of class balancing on the performance of self-training in
sarcasm detection1 and we compare class balancing against
selecting the top S confident example regardless of their
predicted class. See Section VII-C.

V. PRETRAINED LANGUAGE MODEL

In this work, we turn our attention to fine-tuning pre-
trained language models (PLMs) on our three tasks. While
self-training can basically be applied to many types of other
models such as LSTM networks [14], we select PLMs for two
reasons. First, PLMs have been shown to outperform models
trained from scratch on a wide variety of tasks [5], [70], [82].
Second, we aim to show that even state-of-the-art models still
perform poorly in certain low-resource settings asserting that
we still need methods to handle such scenarios.

Pre-trained language models make use As a pre-trained
language model, we use XLM-RoBERTa [9] (XML-R for
short). XLM-R is a cross-lingual model, and we choose it since
it is reported to perform better than mBERT, the multilingual

1We do not use class balancing with sequence labeling tasks since each
example contains a set of tokens, each assigned to a possibly different class,
which makes it very difficult to guarantee that an equal number of examples
are selected for each class.
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Algorithm 2: MSA-to-DA Self-Training for Classi-
fication
1 Given set L of labeled MSA examples, set U of

unlabeled DA examples, S total number of unlabeled
examples to add to the training data every iteration,
C the number of classes.

2 repeat
3 Fine-tune model M for K epochs on labeled

MSA examples L;
4 Obtain class predictions and confidences on all

unlabeled DA examples ui using model M ;
5 Sort all unlabeled examples ui in descending

order by the confidence of their most probable
class cui

;
6 Select the top bS/Cc examples from each class,

remove them from U , and add them to L;
7 until stopping criterion satisfied

Model

Labeled 
Examples 

(MSA only at
 first)

co
nfi

de
nc
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or
es

Unlabeled 
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(DA only)
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se
le

ct
ed

 e
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m
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Mechanism

Finetune

Predict

1

2

Select samples3

Fig. 1: MSA-to-DA Self-Training Transfer.

model from Google [5]. XLM-R also uses Common Crawl
for training, which is more likely to have dialectal data than
Wikipedia Arabic (used in mBERT), making it more suited to
our work. We now introduce our experiments.

VI. EXPERIMENTS

We begin our experiments with evaluating the standard
fine-tuning performance of XLM-R models on NER, POS
tagging, and SRD against strong baselines. We then use our
best models from this first round to investigate the MSA-to-DA
zero-shot transfer, showing a significant performance drop even
when using pre-trained XLM-R. Consequently, we evaluate
self-training in zero- (NER, POS tagging, SRD) and few-
shot (POS tagging) settings, showing substantial performance
improvements in both cases. We now introduce our datasets.

A. Datasets

NER: For our work on NER, we use four datasets:
ANERCorp [101];ACE 2003 [102] BNews (BN-2003);ACE
2003 Newswire (NW-2003); and Twitter [29]. Named entity
types in all datasets are location (LOC), organization (ORG),
and person (PER).

POS Tagging: There are a number of Arabic POS tagging
datasets, mostly on MSA [103] but also on dialects such as

EGY [104]. To show that the proposed approach is able to
work across multiple dialects, we ideally needed data from
more than one dialect. Hence, we use the multi-dialectal (MD)
dataset from [45], comprising 350 tweets from various Arabic
dialects including MSA, Egyptian (EGY), Gulf (GLF), and
Levantine (LEV). This dataset has 21 POS tags, some of which
are suited to social media (since it is derived from Twitter).
We show the POS tag set from [45] in Table XIII (in the
Appendix). We further evaluate fine-tuning XLMR for POS
tagging on a Classical Arabic dataset, namely the Quranic
Arabic Corpus (QAS). [105].

Sarcasm Detection: We use the Ar-Sarcasm dataset pro-
vided by [69], which has a total of 10,547 example split into
training and test sets. Each example in this dataset is labeled by
its dialect and sarcasm label. For our experiments, we set aside
20% of the training data as a development set. Table I shows
sizes of the datasets used. We now introduce our baselines.

B. Baselines

For the NER task, we use the following baselines:

• NERA [31]: A hybrid system of rule-based features and a
decision tree classifier.

• WC-BiLSTM [21]: A character- and a word-level Bi-LSTM
with a conditional random fields (CRF) layer.

• WC-CNN [22]: A character- and a word-level CNN with a
CRF layer.

• mBERT [5]: A fine-tuned multilingual BERT-Base-Cased
(110M parameters), pre-trained with a masked language
modeling objective on the Wikipedia corpus of 104 lan-
guages (including Arabic). For fine-tuning, we find that
(based on experiments on our development set) a learning
rate of 6× 10−5 works best with a dropout of 0.1.

In addition, we compare to the published results in [28],
AraBERT [106], and CAMel [107] for the ANERCorp dataset.
We also compare to the published results in [22] for the 4
datasets.

For the POS tagging task, we compare to our own
implementation of WC-BiLSTM (since there is no published
research that uses this method on the task, as far as we know)
and run mBERT on our data. We also compare to the CRF
results published by [45]. In addition, for the Gulf dialect,
we compare to the BiLSTM with compositional character
representation and word representations (CC2W+W) published
results in [25].

For the Sarcasm Detection task:

• Word-level BiLSTM: A bidirectional LSTM on the word
level. We use the same hyper-parameters as in [69].

• Word-level CNN [108]: the network is has one convolu-
tional layer of 10 filters of sizes 3, 5, and 7.

• mBERT [5]: mBERT fine-tuned for SRD. Here, we find
that a different learning rate of 5× 10−6 performs best.

C. Experimental Setup

Our main models are XLM-RBASE (L = 12, H =
768, A = 12, 270M params) and XLM-RLARGE (L =
24, H = 1024, A = 16, 550M params), where L is number of
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TABLE I: Datasets used for Each of the 3 Tasks Studied

Task Dataset Size
NER ANERCorp [101] ~150K tokens

ACE 2003-BNews [102] ~15K tokens
ACE 2003-News Wire [102] ~27K tokens
Twitter [29] ~81K tokens

POS Tagging Multi-dialectal (MD) - MSA [45] ~26K tokens
Multi-dialectal (MD) - EGY [45] ~23K tokens
Multi-dialectal (MD) - GLF [45] ~21K tokens
Multi-dialectal (MD) - LEV [45] ~23K tokens
Quranic Arabic Corpus (QAC) ~134K tokens

Sarcasm Detection Ar-Sarcasm [69] ~10K sentences

layers, H is the hidden size, A is the number of self-attention
heads. For XLM-R experiments, we use Adam optimizer with
1e−5 learning rate, batch size of 16. We typically fine-tune
for 20 epochs, keeping the best model on the development set
for testing. We report results on the test split for each dataset,
across the two tasks. For all BiLSTM experiments, we use the
same hyper-parameters as [22].

For all the self-training experiments, we use the di-
alect subset of the Arabic online news commentary (AOC)
dataset [109], comprising the EGY, GLF, and LEV varieties
limiting to equal sizes of 9K examples per dialect (total
=27K) 2. We use the split from [110] of AOC, removing the
dialect labels and just using the comments themselves for our
self-training. Each iteration involved fine-tuning the model for
K = 5 epochs. As a stopping criterion, we use early stopping
with patience of 10 epochs. Other hyper-parameters are set as
listed before. For selecting confident samples, we experiment
with a fixed number of top samples S = [50, 100, 200] and se-
lection based on a probability threshold τ = [0.80, 0.90, 0.95]
(softmax values) 3. For all evaluations, we use the seqeval
toolkit 4.

VII. RESULTS

A. Fine-tuning XLM-R

We start by showing the result of fine-tuning XLM-R on
the NER task, on each of the four Arabic NER (ANER)
datasets listed in Section VI-A. Table II shows the test set
macro F1 score on each of the four ANER datasets. Clearly,
the fine-tuned XLM-R models outperform other baselines on
all datasets, except on the NW-2003 where WC-CNN [22]
performs slightly better than XLM-RLARGE.

For POS Tagging, Table III shows test set word accuracy
of the XLM-R models compared to baselines on the Quranic
Arabic Corpus (QAC) and four different subsets from the
multi-dialectal dataset [45]. Again, XLM-R models (both base
and large) outperform all other models. A question arises
why XLM-R models outperform both mBERT and AraBERT.
As noted before, for XLM-R vs. mBERT, XLM-R was pre-
trained on much larger data: CommonCrawl for XLM-R vs.

2We note that our approach could be scaled with an even bigger unlabeled
dataset, given the performance gains we report with self-training in this work.

3It is worth noting that our S values are similar to those used in [98].
We also experimented with other values for τ and S, but found them sub-
optimal and hence we report performance only for the listed values of these
two hyper-parameters here.

4https://github.com/chakki-works/seqeval

Wikipedia for mBERT. Hence, the larger dataset of XLM-
R is giving it an advantage over mBERT. For comparison
with AraBERT, although the pre-training data for XLM-R and
AraBERT may be comparable, even the smaller XLM-R model
(XLM-RBASE) has more than twice the number of parameters
of the BERTBASE architecture on which AraBERT and mBERT
are built (270M v. 110M). Hence, XLM-R model capacity
gives it another advantage. We now report our experiments
with zero-shot transfer from MSA to DA.

For Sarcasm Detection, we fine-tune XLM-RBASE and
XLM-RLARGE on the full Ar-Sarcasm dataset and compare
their performance against three different baselines in Table IV.
Worst performance is given by CNN, which can be attributed
to the way CNNs work; by capturing local n-gram features, the
CNN filters fail to learn the wide contextual features required
to detect sarcasm. Clearly, mBERT is performing very well
compared to BiLSTM and CNN but XLM-RBASE and XLM-
RLARGE outperfrom all other baselines on the task with 69.83%
and 74.07% macro F1 points, respectively, achieving new state-
of-the-art on the Ar-Sarcasm dataset.

B. MSA-DA Zero-Shot Transfer

As before, we start by the discussion of NER experiments.
To evaluate the utility of approach, we obviously need DA
data labeled for NER. We observed that the dataset from [29]
contains both MSA and DA examples (tweets). Hence, we
train a binary classifier to distinguish DA data from MSA5.
We then extract examples that are labeled with probability
p > 0.90 as either DA or MSA. We obtain 2,027 MSA
examples (henceforth, Darwish-MSA) and 1,695 DA examples
(henceforth, Darwish-DA), respectively. We split these into
development and test sets with 30% and 70% ratios. As for
POS Tagging, we already have MSA data for training and
the three previously used DA datasets, namely EGY, GLF and
LEV, for evaluation. We use those for the zero-shot setting
by omitting their training sets and using only the development
and test sets.

We first study how well models trained for NER and
POS tagging on MSA data only will generalize to DA inputs
during test time. We evaluate this zero-shot performance on
both the XLM-RBASE and XLM-RLARGE models. For NER,
we train on ANERCorp (which is pure MSA) and evaluate

5The classifier is XLM-RBASE fine-tuned on the AOC data. The fine-
tuned model achieved development and test accuracies of 90.3% and 89.4
%, respectively, outperforming the best results in [110].
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TABLE II: Test Set Macro F1 Scores for NER

Model ANERCorp BN-2003 NW-2003 NW-2004 Twitter
NERA [31] 88.77 – – – –
CAMeL [107] 85.00 – – – –
Hybrid [28] 90.66 – – – –
WC-BiLSTM [21] 88.56 94.92 90.32 89.62 64.93
WC-CNN [22] 88.77 94.12 91.20 91.47 65.34
mBERT (ours) 85.86 89.52 87.19 88.58 58.92
AraBERT [106] 84.2 – – – –
XLM-RBASE (ours) 87.75 95.35 85.25 89.61 60.39
XLM-RLARGE (ours) 91.43 97.33 91.10 90.78 68.91

TABLE III: Test Set Accuracy for POS Tagging using Several Baselines

Model QAC MD-MSA MD-EGY MD-GLF MD-LEV
BiLSTM (CC2W + W) [25] – – – 89.7 –
CRF [45] – 93.6 92.9 87.8 87.9
WC-BiLSTM (ours) 91.65 94.63 93.41 88.79 86.13
mBERT (ours) 94.83 90.57 92.88 87.85 72.30
XLM-RBASE (ours) 96.70 96.30 94.70 92.18 89.98
XLM-RLARGE (ours) 96.59 98.21 97.00 94.41 93.19

TABLE IV: Macro F1 Scores with Several Baselines for
Sarcasm Detection. Dataset used is Ar-Sarcasm [69]

Model DEV TEST
BiLSTM [69] 63.51 62.19
CNN 59.7 58.50
mBERT 68.87 69.51
XLM-RBASE (ours) 73.22 69.83
XLM-RLARGE (ours) 73.72 74.07

on both Darwish-MSA and Darwish-DA. While for POS
tagging, we train on the MSA subset [45] and evaluate on
the corresponding test set for each dialect. As shown in Table
V, For NER, a significant generalization gap of around 20 %
F1 points exists between evaluation on MSA and DA using
both models. While for POS tagging, the gap is as large as
18.13 % accuracy for the LEV dialect with XLM-RBASE. The
smallest generalization gap is on the GLF variety, which is
perhaps due to the high overlap between GLF and MSA [25].

For Sarcasm Detection, Since Ar-Sarcasm is labeled by
dialect, it is trivial to extract the MSA examples for training.
Similarly to what was done with the NER data, we split all6
the remaining DA examples into development and test sets
with 30% and 70% ratios, respectively for evaluation. Finally,
we obtain 4506 MSA training, 1202 DA development, and
2268 DA test examples. As shown in Table V, a performance
gap of around 8 macro F1 points with both XLM-RBASE and
XLM-RLARGE, showing poor generalization on DA in context
of text classification, as well. In the next section, we evaluate
the ability of self-training to close this MSA-DA performance
gap.

6Without this, we had only 528 and 698 development and test examples,
respectively and it resulted in high variance in the results obtained. So we had
to increase the sizes of the development and test sets by sacrificing the DA
training data.

C. Zero-shot Self-Training

Here, for NER, similar to Section VII-B, we train on
ANERCorp (pure MSA) and evaluate on Darwish-MSA and
Darwish-DA. Table VI shows self-training NER results em-
ploying the selection mechanisms listed in Section IV, and
with different values for S and τ . The best improvement
is achieved with the thresholding selection mechanism with
a τ = 0.90, where we have an F1 gain of 10.03 points.
More generally, self-training improves zero-shot performance
in all cases albeit with different F1 gains. Interestingly, we
find that self-training also improves test performance on MSA
with the base XLM-R model. This is likely attributed to the
existence of MSA content in the unlabeled AOC data. It
is noteworthy, however, that the much higher-capacity large
model deteriorates on MSA if self-trained (dropping from
68.32% to 67.21%). This shows the ability of the large model
to learn representations very specific to DA when self-trained.
It is also interesting to see that the best self-trained base model
achieving 50.10% F1, outperforming the large model before
the latter is self-trained (47.35% in the zero-shot setting). This
shows that a base self-trained model, suitable for running on
terminal machines with less computational capacity, can (and
in our case does) improve over a large (not-self-trained) model
that needs significant computation. The fact that, when self-
trained, the large model improves 15.35% points over the base
model in the zero-shot setting (55.42 vs. 40.07) is remarkable.

As for POS tagging, we similarly observe consistent im-
provements in zero-shot transfer with self-training (Table VII).
The best model achieves accuracy gains of 2.41% (EGY),
1.41% (GLF), and 1.74% (LEV). Again, this demonstrates the
utility of self-training pre-trained language models on the POS
tagging task even in absence of labeled dialectal POS data
(zero-shot).

For Sarcasm Detection, we follow [98] in balancing the
examples selected in each self-training iteration through select-
ing an equal number of examples from each class (sarcastic
and non-sarcastic). Without the balancing step, we find that
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TABLE V: Zero-shot Transfer Results on the DA Test Sets. Metrics used are Macro F1 for NER and Sarcasm Detection,
and Accuracy for POS Tagging. Models are Trained on MSA only and Evaluated on DA. Datasets used are: Darwish-MSA and
Darwish-DA [29] (NER), Multi-Dialectal [45] (POS Tagging), and Ar-Sarcasm [69] (Sarcasm Detection). As shown, a Significant
Performance Drop Exists when Training on MSA and Evaluating on DA

Model NER POS Tagging Sarcasm Detection
MSA DA MSA EGY GLF LEV MSA DA

XLM-RBASE 60.42 40.07 96.30 78.38 83.72 78.17 68.68 60.17
XLM-RLARGE 68.32 47.35 98.21 82.28 85.95 81.24 71.55 62.90

TABLE VI: Test Set Macro F1 in the Zero-Short Setting
for NER. Training was Done on MSA Data Only. ST Stands
for Self-Training. Models were Trained on ANERCorp (Pure
MSA) and Evaluated on Darwish-MSA and Darwish-DA Ex-
tracted from the Twitter Dataset [45]. Self-training Boosts
the Performance on DA Data by 10% Macro F1 Points with
XLM-RBASE and τ = 0.90

Model Darwish-MSA Darwish-DA
XLM-RBASE 61.88 40.07
XLM-RBASE, ST, S=50 60.98 43.88
XLM-RBASE, ST, S=100 61.13 42.01
XLM-RBASE, ST, S=200 61.46 43.49
XLM-RBASE, ST, τ = 0.80 63.36 46.97
XLM-RBASE, ST, τ = 0.90 61.02 50.10
XLM-RBASE, ST, τ = 0.95 62.25 47.91
XLM-RLARGE 68.32 47.35
XLM-RLARGE + ST, τ = 0.90 67.21 55.42

the selected examples come from the most frequent class
(non-sarcastic), which hurts performance since the model is
learning only one class. The results for sarcasm detection are
shown in Table VIII, where we see that self-training adds 3%
and 2.5% (for XLM-RBASE) and 5.9% and 4.5% (for XLM-
RLARGE) macro F1 points on the development and test sets,
respectively using the best settings for self-training (S = 100
with class balancing). We also find that selection based on
probability thresholds performs much worse than fixed-size
selection, hence we omit these results.

TABLE VII: Test Set Accuracy in the Zero-Shot Setting
for POS Tagging. ST Stands for Self-Training. Models were
Trained on the MSA Data of the When Training on MSA Only.
Self-Training Boosts Performance of XLMRBASE by Around
2% Accuracy Points on Different Dialects with the Best Setting
of S = 50

Model MSA EGY GLF LEV
XLM-RBASE 96.30 78.38 83.72 78.17
XLM-RBASE, ST, S=50 – 80.79 85.13 79.91
XLM-RBASE, ST, S=100 – 80.43 84.74 79.16
XLM-RBASE, ST, S=200 – 78.75 84.21 79.40
XLM-RBASE, ST, τ = 0.90 – 79.52 83.97 79.21
XLM-RBASE, ST, τ = 0.85 – 78.97 83.53 79.06
XLM-RBASE, ST, τ = 0.80 – 78.88 83.72 78.50
XLM-RLARGE 98.21 82.28 85.95 81.24
XLM-RLARGE + ST, S=50 – 82.65 87.76 83.70

D. Ablation Experiment

Here, we conduct an ablation experiment with the NER
task in order to verify our hypothesis that the performance
boost primarily comes from using unlabeled DA data for self-
training. By using a MSA dataset with the same size as our
unlabeled DA one7, we can compare the performance of the
self-trained model in both settings: MSA and DA unlabeled
data. We run three different self-training experiments using 3
different values for τ using each type of unlabeled data. Results
are shown in Table IX. While we find slight performance boost
due to self-training even with MSA unlabeled data, the average
F1 score with unlabeled DA is better by 2.67 points, showing
that using unlabeled DA data for self-training has helped the
model adapt to DA data during testing.

VIII. ERROR ANALYSIS

A. NER

To understand why self-training the pre-trained language
model improves over mere fine-tuning, we perform an error
analysis. For the error analysis, we focus on the NER task
where we observe a huge self-training gain. We use the
development set of Darwish-DA (see Section VII-C) for the
error analysis. We compare predictions of the standard fine-
tuned XLM-RBASE model (FT) and the best performing self-
training (τ = 0.9) model (ST) on the data. The error analysis
leads to an interesting discovery: The greatest benefit from the
ST model comes mostly from reducing false positives (see
Table X). In other words, self-training helps regularize the
model predictions such that tokens misclassified by the original
FT model as a named entities are now correctly tagged as
unnamed entity “O”.

To understand why the ST model improves false positive
rate, we manually inspect the cases it correctly identifies that
were misclassified by the FT model. We show examples of
these cases in Table XIV (in the Appendix). As the table
shows, the ST model is able to identify dialectal tokens
whose equivalent MSA forms can act as trigger words (usually
followed by a PER named entity). We refer to this category
as false trigger words. An example is the word ú



æ
.

	
K “prophet”

(row 1 in Table XIV). A similar example that falls within
this category is in row (2), where the model is confused by
the token úÍ@ ( “who” in EGY, but “to” in MSA and hence
the wrong prediction as LOC). A second category of errors
is caused by non-standard social media language, such as
use of letter repetitions in interjections (e.g., in row (3) in

7We use a set of MSA tweets from the AOC dataset mentioned before.
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TABLE VIII: Macro F1 in the Zero-Shot Setting for Sarcasm Detection on the Ar-Sarcasm [69] Dataset. Training was Done
on MSA Data Only. ST: Stands for Self-Training. An Obvious Performance Boost Occurs when using Self-Training in the Best
Setting with S = 100 and Class Balancing

Model MSA DA
DEV TEST DEV TEST

XLM-RBASE 65.64 68.68 61.66 60.17
XLM-RBASE + ST, S=50, – – 62.53 60.82
XLM-RBASE + ST, S=100 – – 61.15 59.46
XLM-RBASE + ST, S=200 – – 62.57 60.25

XLM-RBASE + ST, S=50, class balancing – – 62.49 59.34
XLM-RBASE + ST, S=100, class balancing – – 64.72 62.66
XLM-RBASE + ST, S=200, class balancing – – 62.89 59.46

XLM-RLARGE 67.81 71.55 62.28 62.90
XLM-RLARGE + ST, S=100, class balancing – – 68.21 67.43

TABLE IX: Ablation Experiment with MSA Unlabeled Data
for Zero-Shot NER. Development Set Macro F1 is Shown
when Using Both Unlabeled MSA and DA Data with the
Same Size. Average Performance with DA Unlabeled Data is
Higher Showing the Effect of Unlabeled DA on the Model
Final Performance

Setting Unlbl. MSA Unlbl. DA
XLM-RBASE, ST, τ = 0.80 43.88 44.46
XLM-RBASE, ST, τ = 0.90 44.69 47.83
XLM-RBASE, ST, τ = 0.95 43.43 46.87
Avg 43.67 46.34

Table XIV). In these cases, the FT model also assigns the
class PER, but the ST model correctly identifies the tag as
“O”. A third class of errors arises as a result of out-of-MSA
vocabulary. For example, the words in rows (4-6) are all out-of-
MSA where the FT model, not knowing these, assigns the most
frequent named entity label in train (PER). A fourth category
of errors occurs as a result of a token that is usually part of a
named entity in MSA, that otherwise functions as part of an
idiomatic expression in DA. Row (7) in Table XIV illustrates
this case.

We also investigate errors shared by both the FT and
ST models (errors which the ST model also could not fix).
Some of these errors result from the fact that often times
both MSA and DA use the same word for both person and
location names. Row (1) in Table XV (in the Appendix)
is an example where the word “Mubarak”, name of the ex-
Egypt President, is used as LOC. Other errors include out-of-
MSA tokens mistaken as named entities. An example is in row
(3) in Table XV, where �

èPAÓ

AK. ,(“proof” or “basis” in EGY)

is confused for �
èPAÓA


K. (“emirate”, which is a location). False

trigger words, mentioned before, also play a role here. An
example is in row (7) where É¢�. AK
 is confused for PER due to

the trigger word AK
 “Hey!” that is usually followed by a person
name. Spelling mistakes cause third source of errors, as in
row (4). We also note that even with self-training, detecting
ORG entities is more challenging than PER or LOC. The
problem becomes harder when such organizations are not seen
in training such as in rows (8) 	á�
ÒÊ�ÖÏ @

	
à@ñ

	
kB@, (9) �

éJ
K. QªË@
�
èA

	
J
�
¯

and (10) ø



Qº�ªË@ �Êj. ÖÏ @, all of which do not occur in the
training set (ANERCorp).

Here we investigate the false negatives produces by
the self-trained models observing a number of named
entities that were misclassified by the self-trained model
as unnamed ones. See Table XVI (in the Appendix).
As an example, we take the last name ø



Pð

	Q 	
�m.
Ì'@ which

was classified both correctly and incorrectly in different
contexts by the self-trained model. Context of correct
classification is “ø



Pð

	Q 	
�m.
Ì'@ ÈAÒºË h. A

�
K

�
�Aë ”, while it is

“ú


G
.
ñÊ

	
¯ éJ
Ê« ½�AÓ ø



Pð

	Q 	
�m.
Ì'@ B@ ø



X ú



æ� AêÊ¿ �A

	
JË @ úÎ« ½�AÓ”

for the incorrect classification. First, we note that ø



Pð
	Q 	
�m.
Ì'@ is

not a common name (zero occurrences in the MSA training
set). Second, we observe that in the correct case, the word
was preceded by the first name ÈAÒ» which was correctly
classified as PER, making it easier for the model to assign
PER to the word afterwards as a surname.

TABLE X: Comparison of Error Categories in Percentage
between the Fine-Tuned Model (FT) and the Model Combining
Fine-Tuned+self-trained (ST) Model for NER. The Values are
based on the Dialectal Part of the Development Set

Measure FT ST % improvement
True Positives 155 165 +6.5 %
False Positive 159 64 +59.7 %

False Negatives 162 168 -3.7 %
True Negatives 5,940 6,035 +1.5 %

TABLE XI: NER task. Sample False Negatives Produced by
Self-Training

no. Word Gold FT ST
(1) 	

à@ñ
	

kB@ ORG ORG O

(2) ú


«X@Q�. ÊË PER PER O

(3) XCm.
Ì'@ ø



Ym.

× PER PER O

(4) È 	QK
X
	
àA

	
¯ PER PER O

(5) ø



Pð
	Q 	
�m.
Ì'@ PER PER O

(6) 	
àñ��


	áK

	P PER PER O
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B. Sarcasm Detection

We also conduct an error analysis on Sarcasm Detection
comparing the predictions of XLM-RBASE with and without
self-training. For that we use the best model on the devel-
opment set (XLM-RBASE, S=100 with class balancing). Our
analysis with SRD yields a similar observation to NER, where
the performance boost driven by self-training is mostly due
to the alleviation of false positives or the improvement of true
negatives8. Table XII compares performance measures between
the two models. However, we can see that, unlike NER, false
negatives increase by as much as 44%, which is likely due to
the self-training regularization effect mentioned earlier.

We also analyze sample errors that were fixed by the
self-trained model. See Table XVII (in the Appendix). The
first four examples represent false negatives, where the fine-
tuned model assumed to be non-sarcastic. We can see that
in such dialectal contexts, the fine-tuned model suffers from
many unseen words during training on MSA. More specifically,
words such as éJ
K. and éËA�

	
« in example (1), or �

HAëA« in

(2), ¡J
J.« in (4), or an idiom such as AîD
Ó@Qk AîD
ÓAg n e(3),

or I. Ê
	
« Yg

�
�

	
�A¿ AÓ in (5), or øQ

�
KAK
 in (6), all of which

represent dialect-specific language that is not encountered in
MSA contexts, and therefore represents a significant challenge
in zero-shot settings.

In addition, we show sample errors shared between the fine-
tuned and the self-training models. See Table XVIII (in the
Appendix). As to why the self-trained model has not corrected
these errors, we can hypothesize that it may be due to that
the vocabulary used in these inputs was not seen during self-
training. In other words, this vocabulary was either not selected
by the self-training selection mechanism to be added to the
training data or not existing at all in the unlabeled examples
used for self-training. As a result, the model was not adapted
sufficiently to handle these or similar contexts. We assume the
performance on these inputs could improve with larger and
more diverse unlabeled examples used for self-training.

TABLE XII: Comparison of Error Categories in Percentage
between the Fine-Tuned Model (FT) and the Model Combining
Fine-Tuned+Self-Trained (ST) Model for Sarcasm Detection,
based on the Dialectal Part of the Development Set

Measure FT ST % improvement
True Positives 737 688 -6.6 %
False Positive 230 185 +19.7 %

False Negatives 111 160 -44.1%
True Negatives 124 169 +36.29 %

IX. CONCLUSION

Even though pre-trained language models have improved
many NLP tasks, they still need a significant amount of
labeled data for high-performance fine-tuning. In this paper,
we proposed to self-train pre-trained language models by using
unlabeled Dialectal Arabic (DA) data to improve zero-shot
performance when training on Modern Standard Arabic (MSA)
data only. Our experiments showed substantial performance

8We can see that in binary classification, every false positive removed is a
true negative added

gains on two sequence labeling tasks (NER and POS), and one
text classification task (sarcasm detection) on different Arabic
varieties. Our method is dialect- and task-agnostic, and we
believe it can be applied to other tasks and dialectal varieties.
We intend to test this claim in future research. Moreover,
we evaluated the fine-tuning of the recent XLM-RoBERTa
language models, establishing new state-of-the-art results on
all of the three tasks studied.
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APPENDIX

A. POS Tag Set

B. Error Analysis

The “regularizing” effect caused by self-training and
discussed in section VIII can sometimes produce false
negatives as shown in Table XI. We see a number of named
entities that were misclassified by the self-trained model
as unnamed ones. As an example, we take the last name
ø



Pð
	Q 	
�m.
Ì'@ which was classified both correctly and incorrectly

in different contexts by the self-trained model. Context of
correct classification is “ø



Pð

	Q 	
�m.
Ì'@ ÈAÒºË h. A

�
K

�
�Aë ”, while it is

“ú


G
.
ñÊ

	
¯ éJ
Ê« ½�AÓ ø



Pð

	Q 	
�m.
Ì'@ B@ ø



X ú



æ� AêÊ¿ �A

	
JË @ úÎ« ½�AÓ”

for the incorrect classification. First, we note that ø



Pð
	Q 	
�m.
Ì'@ is

not a common name (zero occurrences in the MSA training
set). Second, we observe that in the correct case, the word
was preceded by the first name ÈAÒ» which was correctly
classified as PER, making it easier for the model to assign
PER to the word afterwards as a surname.
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TABLE XIII: The POS Tag Set in [45]

Tag Description Tag Description
ADV adverb ADJ adjective
CONJ conjunction DET determiner
NOUN noun NSUFF noun suffix
NUM number PART particle
PUNC punctuation PRON pronoun
PREP preposition V verb
ABBREV abbreviation VSUFF verb suffix
FOREIGN non-Arabic FUT PART future particle
PROG PART progressive particle EMOT Emoticon/Emoji
MENTION twitter mention HASH Hashtag
URL URL – –

TABLE XIV: NER task. Bigger Sample False Positives Mitigated by Self-Training. These were Correctly Predicted as the
Unnamed Entity “O” by the Self-Trained Model

no. Token Eng. MSA Context/Explanation FT Pred.
(1) ú



æ
.

	
K we want YK
Q

	
K . . . 	áÓ

	
¬Qª

	
K ú



æ
.

	
K (we want to know who) PER

(2) @ñ
	
KA¿ AÓ wasn’t @ñ

	
KñºK
 ÕË

	á�

�
¯Y�Ó @ñ

	
KA¿ AÓ ú



Í@ I. Ê

	
«


@ (most of those who wasn’t believing) LOC

(3) ÈðððñË LOL ½m�
	
� . . . ÈðððñË (interjection) PER

(4) 	
àA

�
�« for ú



¾Ë I. ªÊ

�
K

	
àA

�
�«

�
HAK
PA¢�. ú



æ
.

�
K (she wants batteries to play) LOC

(5) ú



�
æ

�
¯ñËX now 	

à
�
B@ ú




�
æ

�
¯ñËX È

	Q 	
�K
 èñª

	
J
�
¯@. . . (convince him to move now) PER

(6) �
��
@ what @

	
XAÓ ½K



@P

�
��
@ (what do you think?) PER

(7) PXA
�
¯ capable PXA

�
¯ . . . PXA

�
¯

�
èPY

�
®K. ð (magically; idiomatic expression) PER

(8) 	á�

�

�ÖÏ @ shameful 	á�

�

�ÖÏ @ ø



ðA¢
	
J£

	á�

�

�ÖÏ @ (shameful Tantawy; Playful for General Tant.) PER

(9) @ñºK
YK
@ your hands ÕºK
YK



@ . . . èñª

	
J
�
¯@ @ñºK
YK
@ �ñK. @ (I entreat you to convince him) PER

(10) ½ËA�@ I ask you ½Ë

A�


@ ú



æî

	
D

�
� ½ËA�@ ø



Xð (I ask you what) ORG

(11) 	á�
Ó who 	á�
Ó ø



ðYJ. Ë @
	á�
Ó ©Ó ½

�
Kñ� (who do you vote for, Badawi) PER

(12) ½��
X ú


G
.
ñÊ

	
¯ floppy disk 	

àQÓ �Q
�
¯ ½��
X ú



G
.
ñÊ

	
¯ éJ
Ê« ½�AÓ (holds a floppy disk against him) PER

(13) I. K
AJ. m
Ì loved ones ZAJ.k


B@ I. K
AJ. m

Ì 	
K
 ÕÎ« ÈAª

�
K (come teach your loved ones) LOC

(14) ø



AÓ water ZAÓ ø



AÓ ÑêË
�

IJ.k. (brought them water) PER

(15) �
IK
ñ

�
JK
P retweet YK
Q

	
ª

�
K

�
èXA«@


�

IK
ñ
�
JK
P �ðX

	
àA

	
Q̄

�
¯ ñË (if depressed click retweet) PER

TABLE XV: NER task. Sample Errors that are Not Fixed by Self-Training (Shared with the Mere Fine-Tuned Model)

no. Token(s) Context/Explanation Gold FT ST
(1) ¼PAJ. ÖÏ AK. A

	
Jk@ XA« ¼PAJ. ÖÏ AK. (We are still in Mubarak) LOC PER O

(2) �
�

�
�m×

�
èQå

	
�AjÖÏ @ É

	
gX

�
�

�
�m× (a drunk entered the lecture) O PER PER

(3) �
èPAÓ


AK.

	á�

	
¯ð éK
 @

�
èPAÓ


AK. (what is the evidence/sign and where?) O LOC LOC

(4) ú


æ
�
�

	
®
�
J�ÖÏ èPAK. ðYË@ Qå�

�
¯ ú



æ
�
�

	
®
�
J�ÖÏ (to Qasr AlDobara Hospital) LOC O O

(5) ú


» A

�
J
	
J» ú



» A

�
J
	
J» Y

	
J« (by Kentucky [resturant]) LOC O O

(6) 	
àðA

�
K

	
àð@X A¢

	
J¢�.

	
àðA

�
K

	
àð@X ¨ðQå

�
�Ó (a down town Tanta project) LOC O O

(7) É¢�. AK
 É¢�. AK
 ¼ðQ�.Ó (Congratulations, hero!) O PER PER

(8) 	
à@ñ

	
kB@

	
à@ñ

	
kB@ ©Ó

	
Ê

�
J
	
m�

	
' (we disagree with the Muslim brotherhood) ORG O O

(9) �
éJ
K. QªË@

�
èA

	
J
�
¯

�
éJ
K. QªË@

�
èA

	
J
�
¯

�
I

	
®

�
� (watched Al Arabya Channel) ORG O O

(10) ø



Qº�ªË@ �Êj. ÖÏ @ ø



Qº�ªË@ �Êj. ÖÏ @ éÊÔ« ú


ÎË @ (what the military council did) ORG O O

TABLE XVI: NER task. Sample False Negatives Produced by Self-Training

no. Word Gold FT ST
(1) 	

à@ñ
	

kB@ ORG ORG O

(2) ú


«X@Q�. ÊË PER PER O

(3) XCm.
Ì'@ ø



Ym.

× PER PER O

(4) È 	QK
X
	
àA

	
¯ PER PER O

(5) ø



Pð
	Q 	
�m.
Ì'@ PER PER O

(6) 	
àñ��


	áK

	P PER PER O
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TABLE XVII: SRD task. Sample Errors that were Fixed by Self-Training

no Example FT ST
(1) éËA�

	
« éJ
K. ÉÓA«

�
I

	
J» èQ

�
¯AJ.ªË @ Q�


	
« AÒê

	
®K


	áË Non-Sarcastic sarcastic

(2) �
HAëA« AK


	á�
ê
	
¯A

�
K AK
 ú



æ�J
Ó

	
àðYK. Õºª

	
�ð @

	
Yë Non-sarcastic sarcastic

(3) AîD
Ó@Qk AîD
ÓAg Non-sarcastic sarcastic

(4) ù


Ò

	
¢

	
� ù



ÖÞ�P ¡J
J.« l��Ag éÒ�

�
®
�
JÓ Aë 	QK
A« éÊJ
J.

�
¯ Ég. P É¾Ë 	QK
 @ Non-sarcastic sarcastic

(5) I. Ê
	
« Yg

�
�

	
�A¿ AÓ �ñÊ

	
®ËAK. ñË AÓ ú



Íð@ ék. PX

	
àAg. QêÓ èX ÕÎªÊË Sarcastic Non-sarcastic

(6) Aê
�
®k èY

	
g@ð

�
�Ó q

�
�

	
¯ èñÊg ú




	
GA

	
«@ AîD
Ë �PA

	
¯ ÐAK


Q�
Ó è
	
XA

�
J�B@ Sarcastic Non-sarcastic

(7) PA
�
J
	
m�

	
' 	á�
Ó I. Ó@Q

�
K YËA

	
KðXð

	
àñ

�
J
	
JÊ¿ ø



PCJ
ë

	á�
K. ø



Q
�
K AK
 Sarcastic Non-sarcastic

(8) C
�
JÓ

	
àñ

�
J
	
JÊ¿ ø



PCJ
ë èY�

�
¯

�
I�Ë@ èñ«X Sarcastic Non-sarcastic

TABLE XVIII: SRD task. Sample Errors that Were not Fixed by Self-Training (Shared with the Mere Fine-Tuned Model)

no Example Prediction Gold
(1) ¼ñJ.��


	
¯ ú



Î« Aî

�
EYg. ð èPñ�

	
P̄A« sarcastic non-sarcastic

(2) éªJ

	

�
	
¯ sarcastic non-sarcastic

(3) C

JK. AÓ ½J. m

�'
.

Q�

	
«ð C


KYK. ð CJ


	
J

	
ªK. sarcastic Non-sarcastic

(4) è @ñîE.
	á�


	
J� ú



ÍA

�
®K. ú



ÎË @ ú



ÍA

	
ªË @

�
I

	
K@ Sarcastic Non-sarcastic

(5) A�
	
�Q

	
¯ 	ám.

×AK
 Õº�
	
®

	
K @ ú



Î« ñ

	
Kñë É

�
¯@PAK
 èQ

	
j�Ó Õ

�
æ

	
KX éë non-sarcastic sarcastic

(6) éë PPYJ

	
¯

�
HP@X XPñÊË @ ø



	P

	
àñºJ
k ú




	
æªK
 non-sarcastic sarcastic

(7) 	
à@

	
XQj. ÊË éJ
Òª¢�
ð èXA¢��


	
¬Q« @YgAÓ

	
àñÒJ
»ñK. @

	
Yë é«AÔg

.
AK
 non-sarcastic sarcastic

(8) �
�
�K
ñ

�
JK
P ú




�
¯AJ. Ë AK. Y

	
gA

�
K éº

	
¯

�
��


	
®Ó ½

�
KQå

	
�k non-sarcastic sarcastic
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